much we get when the government acts as an
dominant role in our lives. This is why we need to
reclaim the idea of “big government.” Despite
the challenges we face, we can work together to
build a better future for everyone.

COVID-19 pandemic is showing us just how
important health care is. We need to support our
health care workers and ensure that everyone has
access to the care they need. We also need to
address the systemic issues that contribute to health
disparities and ensure that everyone has the opportu-
nity to live a healthy life.

Meanwhile, social media giants are turning massive
profits by exploiting our data. This is unacceptable,
and we need to hold them accountable. We must
work together to build a society where everyone
is treated fairly and with respect.

Social media giants turn massive profits by
exploiting our data. This is unacceptable, and we
need to hold them accountable. We must
work together to build a society where everyone
is treated fairly and with respect.

Solana Rice of LibGen to discuss their work to address the racial
wealth gap on the Pod Save The People podcast. Check it out!

DeRay McKesson interviews Leigh Phillips of SaverLife and
Urban Land Institute Interview on Housing Disparities
and provides policy, advocacy, and lobbying support to our
development of our Liberation Economy policy platform

DIRECTOR OF

#BanSurveillanceAdvertising. While big
tech companies make billions off of
endlessly tracking and profiling us,

#BanSurveillanceAdvertising. Add your
name to join the fight for bold reform!

Black people and other communities of color depend on it.
Investments in true public safety, onward to abolition, onward to our liberation.

state violence and trauma. Envision a world without racial violence and trauma are repeatedly confronted with
none—for looting. No justification for violence.” Yet protestors and organizers who
Biden said that his death was “tragic” but that “there is absolutely no justification—
entrenches a broader value system borne from racial capitalism that puts property

There is no reforming this system. It costs us too much. And over and over again, it

At around the time that the verdict was delivered, 16-year-old Ma’Khia Bryant had

Last week, a jury found Derek Chauvin guilty of murdering George Floyd—a verdict
offered a moment of accountability but from a system that can never deliver

Purpose of Power: How We Come
Together When We Fall Apart.

Purpose of Power

Jeremie took part in
non-profit advocacy.

Power through Racial Justice

Myaisha Hayes from
at risk of its harms. In March, we released
combating Corporate Concentration

In addition, he will manage outreach efforts to and deep
responsible for developing the goals, strategies, and
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READ THE JOINT OP-ED

Sign On to the Coalition

JOIN US

Onward. Always.

Onward. Always.

Onward. Always.

Onward. Always.

Onward. Always.

Onward. Always.